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in the blood-stream in greater numbers daring the* night
the daytime (see ¥12. 59 'i. In the variet} of W". hancroffi \\hicli is
In the West Indies. India, and China thi> concentration of embryos in
the peripheral blood takes place between 10 p.m. and 2 a.m., the numbers
gradual!} increasing to the maximum at the latter hour; thereafter a
gradual decrease takes place till 5 a.m. It ha<> been calculated that as
many as forty to fifty millions of these embryo* are bimultaneously
circulating In the blood-vessels. This nocturnal periodicity is maintained
with the utmost regularity— a* long as twelve >ear> in the case reported
by Low, Manson-Bahr, and Walters. The microtilariae set free In the
circulation live for at least fourteen days (Knotty and possibly as long
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fig. 59.—Filariasis (jr. bancrofti, rnicrofilaria nocturnal showing
nocturnal periodicity
 Calcification
1 of dead
as ten weeks, as in the transfusion experiments performed by Hinman^
Faust, and De Bakey.	L
A variety of W. bancrofti which is found in the Philippines (Ashburrif
and Craig), Tahiti, Fiji (Bahr), Samoa, and most of the islands of the^
central and southern Pacific Ocean Is known as the eon-periodic
variety and is possibly a biological subspecies. In this form the embryos
circulate in the peripheral blood as many by day as by night. This lack
of periodicity does not bear any relation to the habits of the human
host.
In the classical periodic  W. bancrofti, as originally shown by S.
Mackenzie and by P, Hanson, the periodicity can be inverted by trans- inverted
posing the hours of sleeping and waking and, according to Yorke and P
Blacklock, a period of eleven days of inverted life is necessary for this
to become established.
The underlying mechanism controlling periodicity has never been satis-
factorily explained. My suggestion that it is a natural adaptation to the
habits of the suitable Insect intermediary host has obtained a cer-
tain amount of support from the fact that the non-periodic Pacific
filaria corresponds in its distribution to that of its most suitable insect
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